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The world has the
last century.

blockchain,
the world the

andchanged for the better with the creation of the cryptocurrency
we know today is a totally different one from

In recent years
and faster faster.

of years
andeverything indicates

we have developed technologies that have not been seen in thousands
that we will go

The way in which the world buys has also changed, a few years ago it was impossible to make a
purchase online, the internet did not even exist and it was necessary to physically move to a store
x to purchase a product or service but now everything has changed with the arrival of

internet access and today there are billions of them, they are almost like family, something like an
extension of the human.

e-commerce now we can find everything we want on the net without having to leave our home or
we can also do it from the comfort of our workplace. The only thing we need is a device with

shop with cryptocurrency.place to
So the time planet earth.
The best

has come to introduce iKing.io to the world and bring it to life on

The future of beings have ever
experienced.

e-commerce today and the best shopping experience that human



Our vision is to create the best online shopping experience in the world. iKing will create a new
shopping experience hand in hand with artificial intelligence where an assistant will guide each
customer towards a perfect purchase. This assistant will speak and will have the name that the
client wants to give him. There will only be the best products, personalized recommendations
for each user, ratings, the best delivery times, product quality, popularity and many other things
that the iKing.io user can configure.

We will also

the

in

of planet.

have purchased
just every cornera in

create a world where the iKing.io user receives the product they
matter of minutes. We believe this is possible and we will make it happen



toCryptocurrencies came

the payment method.

in
fields of
improved

many
hasthat

money
experience

transform the world economy and the way we use our
life, including buying products online. Currently buying online is an

remarkably in recent years but is out of harmony with

The ofapproval a payment during an online purchase depended on several factors:

issuer
/ conversion

purchases per day / month
processor
where trying to buy

- Bank
- Card
- Currency
- Limit
- Payment
- Website you are

/ on the platform
of the payment methodVerification

- Registration
-
- ID verification

account creation

method.

- Payment rejected, please try again or contact your bank.
- Payment pending authorization by the bank
- Exceeds the allowed purchase limit
- Sorry, we cannot process your payment, please try again or add a new payment

- The transfer of your payment will be processed in 24 hours
- Share personal information with third parties: traditional ecommerce website
and payment processors have the key to access our money
- Membership charges are made because they have the CVV of the card and can
access to your money without your authorization

For a purchase depends on several
factors:

order to be successful in a traditional ecommerce platform it

Frequent problems during an online purchase on a traditional ecommerce platform:

PAYMENT DECLINED



By creating this of things
regarding e-commerce.

withthe blockchain.is

order

this
cryptocurrency,tolinked

bridge iKing will solve all the problems that are not in the divine
We must say that the iKing solution is deeply

master key along the

The

future.
in

great problems

the

prettyIt’s
companies.large

to
so

by
be able

continue
do

will
and will

of e-commerce have been paid by customers and not
clear that something is wrong there. Throughout this document you

see more detail each situation to which iKing is providing a solution
to in

we once knew.

be
With the solution

able

the

will
bank

of countries
orcash

cryptocurrencies which
is

of

with
reach

account
total

and
here

disappearance the payment methods that

that iKing brings to the world millions of people in hundreds
to access the best products on the market without the need to have a card,

they will also live the beautiful experience of buying
to stay and every day it will be stronger and stronger until we

iKing is here an online
purchase.

to bring true freedom, privacy and security when someone makes

iKing.io is an in
each country.place

one
in

e-commerce platform that is gathering the best marketplaces in the world

of iKing is present.

At iKing.io we
newentering a

payment

accounts,

means

bank
a

have completely eliminated payments with cards, cash and
asera of online shopping by incorporating hundreds of cryptocurrencies

available in each country where

products with
cryptocurrencies.

iKing.io selects the its
online

tothem
store

best products that are already available in the market, imports
and makes it possible for everyone to buy those same





ecommerce-dropshipping-cryptocurrencies-blockchain

payments with intermediary banks to buy products online. We put together all the pieces that
already exist and create a business model that allows us to transform the way of buying online

iKing.io is the first global ecommerce platform where users can buy millions of products with
all cryptocurrencies. iKing.io is the first global platform that completely eliminates traditional

and introduce ecommerce to the crypto ecosystem :

iKing.io is
products

and
to

an e-commerce platform developed on Shopify and today it has more than 70,000
imported from 100
cryptocurrencies buy

such as
Smartphones, Computer, Accessories many more.

than
from

categories care,

the Amazon marketplace and accepts more
products. The selected products are mostly electronic products

Smart Home, Appliances, Kitchen, Sports, Audio, Beauty
and

productsto and
A milestone for the limits

import
tools the shopping experience.

new
technologies

incorporate
iKing.io is to migrate the site from Shopify to Wordpress to remove

to the site, expand the space for developers
and that optimize and improve

is

products

Dropshipping a business model that has been strongly consolidated with the arrival of the
internet (.com) in the 90s. The dropshipping model is profitable, scalable, and the number of

we can offer is endless.

a
of products
iKing.io does not physical stock

world where large
marketplaces and ready for shipment.suppliers store the products and have them

have a stock of physical products and we do not plan to have
because today there are thousands of warehouses in the

iKing.io
the large

makes an our website from
with 4 standards:

exquisite selection of products before importing them to
marketplaces, these products are selected

with
1. New products
2. Products good stock
3. Products that have been rated by customers with more than 3 stars.
4. Products available in warehouses to ship and / or offer fast shipping.

The best productselectronic



to
iKing.io has the

buy products.
market into

ecommerce as
thefirm purpose of incorporating all the cryptocurrencies on

a means of payment

With the accelerated growth that cryptocurrencies have had since 2017 we saw the magical
world that is being created, empowering humans to manage our own money, including
people who have never bought online before because they do not have bank accounts,
giving us free shelter to choose from thousands of cryptocurrencies the option we most
want to transfer, pay and buy goods and services. iKing.io introduces to ecommerce all the
benefits that cryptographic payments bring: decentralized, private, instant and secure.

The role of the world,
We are the
acquisition of products of daily life.

in
world for

iKing.io is essential to strengthen the ecosystem and crypto adoption
giving an extra value and use to each cryptocurrency in the “real”

Blockchain technology is

ecommerce

money. It is
also revolutionizing this tecnology to
improve

the
industry.

not only revolutionizing the way we send or transfer

the
way we buy online or pay for goods and we can use

the
to

At iKing.io we

iKing rewards program.
showshipments,

of
and

market

trackingwill use Blockchain technology to provide transparency in
discounts in

the
the available stock of products, to offer the best prices

and to provide total clarity in the

At iKing.io we love artificial intelligence. We are going to use this technology to improve the
shopping experience within the platform, a shopping assistant that we believe is the best
gift we can offer to the humanity and users who browse on iKing.io. We are developing a
virtual assistant that will work with voice to provide the customer with a pleasant shopping
experience, where we can suggest the best promotions, prices, advice and many other
functions when buying or interacting with the iKing.io site / app



as

The

limit

we
it

world has
perceive

the of

and
can us
with life and

way
the

understood that what we call life is totally mental as well as the universe
fill

will transmute
infinity

through our senses, we are constantly looking for new experiences that
delight, that is why at iKing.io we have designed an experience that

shopping online in something divine, simple, intelligent, global and with

We are also human and we personally live many experiences where we could not buy products
because the payments were not processed successfully at the time of purchase. When
cryptocurrencies arrived we immediately conceived and understood the idea that finally in the
world no one was going to tell us that we could buy and that we could not buy. We can choose
the cryptocurrency with which we want to pay and choose from which wallet we use our
money.

This is the of the
itthe

adoption
of

the
whole world.

greatest
revolutions in

the

great revolution that we have all seen in this era and perhaps one
and

even better to
cryptocurrency to

history of humanity and it is wonderful to know that we are part
know that iKing.io is created to be the main protagonist bringing of

isIt a
we

without our own money.

to know that
now from some centralized
identity,

heavenly feeling to know that we are finally the owners of our money and
can use it whenever we want without having to ask permission

being controlled, spied on or limited to the use of

We andtheare transforming evolution
the new buying products online.

the online shopping experience in the world. We present
way of



toWe have

theon market.

with cryptocurrencies
eliminating any type others.
We
processors

currently accept

highlight that at iKing.io we ONLY accept payments
of old and obsolete payments such as banks, cash, cards and many
more than 50 cryptocurrencies and work with the best crypto payment

cryptocurrencies the
Another milestone of will accept all

all communities
that each cryptocurrency created.

iKing is to launch its own payment processor where we
on market to provide support and use of value to the

believe in the project behind

cryptocurrency.

Cryptocurrency payments are

and

private payments. iKing.io
users

with any

purchase,do unlike
privatethe information oftraditional

secret

secure payments, fast payments and
not

purchase
keys. It can be bought freely from private, anonymous wallets

need to verify the payment method they use when making a
method, it is not necessary to verify / or share

where
Forget about personal a Free-Buy
experience

your personal information!
users an

order without registering

information registration forms, at iKing.io we create
ofcan navigate the site, buy products and follow the shipment

or creating an account. We do not want

The
and

avatar is orders
It

email or telephone.
rewards. to

include

their
required

manage
not

a profile that a user can create to access the dashboard and

personal
will only be necessary to create a username and password. It is

information such as names,

the

At iKing.io we world. We are
constantly

providing impressive products.
are also

updating our
As

have the best technology and electronics products in the
catalog and we always have the best products from the best brands in

world. e-commerce grows to such large levels, medium and small companies



Buying online is line of
buying-discounts.

a daily consumption habit that over time has remained in the same
It is

we will reward all our users!
whereexperiencenot just buying a product online, it is living a new

ofiKing.io will incorporate the
platform and promote the IKING token

a new rewards system in ecommerce where we reward all users
the use of

will
and

SOUL be assistant.
SOUL will interact

will mobile application.SOUL

voice

products.

our virtual shopping assistant, in the first phase it will work as a
search forwith the user to suggest the best prices, discounts

be available in the web version and

the

The
and

available
mobile application.

iKing.io is cryptocurrencies
to buy products. iKing.io

worldwide.
the

makes

5 continents
on

with
that

wonderful experience of iKing.io will be available in 30 countries
-in the first phase of expansion- in its web version

first global ecommerce platform that accepts payments
iKing has a solid, defined and scalable business model

1. Credit for purchase program.
Referral program.
Shopping experience program

2.
3.



edit

will

the

user

the
tokens have

towant.

has
multiple

aiKing

obtained

develop
wallet
functions wallet of

from

where
within

The

a wallet that will work within the platform in the user panel. Each
they can manage the iKing Token balance. The accumulated

platform and will also be available to withdraw to a personal
user. purpose is to give the user the freedom to use the IKING tokens the
rewards however they

a
ofpurchase before seen in

unique
and unbeatable way.

operatingecommerce,
system developed

The iKing App is one of our pillars as a company. This App is designed to be the main source of
products
products

worldwide and is the one that will house technology never
that will only be available through our App, it will have

by iKing, will show each product in a unique

The only way to have the best product or service is to have our own software and our own
hardware, we know that very well at iKing. The world has changed like never before with the
arrival of software, everything we see will eventually have its own operating system such as iOS,
Android, Windows, Ubuntu, Linux etc. It is very clear that we are talking here about the
e-commerce operating system which will completely revolutionize the way in which human
beings buy online.

The
of

iKing app enters iKing.io or
opens the the world

a
of an application.

better shoppingEcommerce
experience, it

where they can have at their disposal hundreds of tools linked to
is like applications within

and the iKing website will be an operating system. When the user
iKing App, they will not find a traditional platform, but rather enter



ecosystem.

is
Chain.

Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) is

the
Binance Unlike

Binance Chain, compatibility with
Ethereum Virtual high throughput of
Binance Chain into its

$IKING a standard BEP-20 token created on Binance Smart Chain.
best described as a blockchain that runs in parallel to the

BSC boasts smart contract functionality and
Machine (EVM). The design goal here was to leave the

intact while introducing smart contracts

IKINGThe and
the

the

token plays a fundamental role in the company’s loyalty rewards program,
empowering use of the token within the platform. IKINGHolders may use their tokens
as a means of payment to make purchases, Earn token credits for buying, Earn token in
referral program, Earn tokens in the shopping experience program, Buy / Sell the IKING
token on exchange platforms



toThe following illustration
thewe for

liquidity exchanges.for

emphasize
that

want
rewards

explains the distribution of the $IKING tokens. We
have given and will give priority to the development of the product,

different iKing platforms and



The company will

andfulfilled achieved.

achieve each objective
successfully appearin on our

follow the following roadmap and will do everything to
the stipulated time and will be subject to changes as bigger things

horizons but all have to be

2021Q2

2021Q3

2021Q1

The IKING token Binance Smart
Chain BEP-20

is created on

theFirst $IKING airdrop for community

$IKING airdrop for the communitySecond

$IKING airdrop for the communityThird

iKing.io whitepaper created

Launch the IKING Token IDO

IKING TokenList on PancakeSwap

List IKING Token on MDEX (BSC)

List IKING Token on BurgerSwap

List IKING Token on SushiSwap

List IKING Token on JustSwap

List IKING Token on 1inch Exchange

Migration of iKing.io Shopify
to Wordpress

USA from

Migration from iKingworldwide.com to iKing.io

iKing pitch deck released

iKing.io integrates Coinbase Commerce

iKing.io integrates Bitpay

iKing.io integrates Coinpayments

iKing.io integrates Crypto.com

Social media accounts created

iKing.io adds 35 thousand more products

iKing.io is listed in multiple crypto directories



Q4 2021

Q1 2022

UX/UI design iKing.io V.3

iKing.ioDevelop 10 countriesfor

Integration of IKING a payment
method

Token as

iKing Wallet development

developmentUser panel

Integrate Blockchain to the iKing.io platform

theDevelopment and launch of iKing App

and
Marketing campaigns to increase community

platform users

Development and integration of the
Rewards Program

iKing.ioImport +1,000,000 products to USA

Register iKing company in Estonia.

Register iKing company in UK.
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